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PRME TIME

Community Consultations on PRME: Have your ideas heard!
During the 2023 PRME Global Forum, the PRME Board Chair, Dr. Tima Bansal, updated the PRME
community about the PRME Principles Refresh process, detailing the draft proposal for refreshed
PRME Principles and explaining the next steps before the �nal review and approval by the PRME
Board on October 2023. 

The PRME Principles Task Force (PPTF) will continue its extensive community consultation efforts
until October by collecting input from individuals through a new survey and collective feedback from
the PRME Chapters. 

These two channels enable us to continue gathering individual ideas as well as group thinking in a
diverse and geographically representative manner. We count on your contributions in building our
new Principles, and we look forward to hearing your voice in this process!

Submit your feedback

Latest from the PRME Community

See where the PRME Secretariat has been invited lately

PRME SECRETARIAT

PRME's 2022 Annual Report
We are proud to present PRME's 2022 Annual Report, a testament to our
collective commitment to Responsible Management Education.

The report features inputs from various constituencies: PRME Board,
Chapters, Working Groups, Students, and the Secretariat to celebrate a
momentous year of growth and impact as a collective movement. Thank you
to everyone who contributed to not only this report, but year as a whole.

We are honored to collaborate with you all in creating these inspiring stories,
transformative initiatives & greater progress toward a more sustainable
future!

Download now

PRME GLOBAL FORUM

Highlight Video and Event Report
Relive the excitement and inspiration of the 2023 PRME Global Forum with
our captivating highlight video! Immerse yourself in the unforgettable
moments, powerful keynote speeches, and engaging discussions that
de�ned this incredible event. You can also �nd key takeaways and highlights
from this year's event in our comprehensive event report. Watch the video
and read the report to experience the magic all over again!

We are also proud to announce that our next Global Forum will be online in
June 2024! We are planning a series of virtual events with a diverse range of
topics, expert speakers, and networking opportunities and look forward to
hosting an even broader range of our community.

 

Watch highlights Read the report

THE IMPACTFUL FIVE (i5) PROJECT

Community Workshops & Dialogues
PRME Secretariat is thrilled to offer a new series of community training
workshops for PRME Signatory Members that aim to reimagine the way
education is approached. The Impactful Five (i5) Project seeks to provide an
opportunity for creative engagement with challenging subject-matter in the
classroom.

This is a remarkable opportunity for PRME Signatory members to elevate their
teaching practices and advance their institution's commitment to responsible
management education.

For those who have already attended an i5 Workshop (in any pilot/public
offering), PRME Secretariat and Project Zero will also host a series of Back to
School: i5 Cafe dialogues to further learning!

Learn more

UNITED NATIONS HIGH-LEVEL POLITICAL FORUM

PRME Discusses Creative and Playful
Pedagogies to Develop Responsible Business
Leaders at HLPF
On 17 July, PRME welcomed participants into the UN Headquarters to
discuss the urgent need for business schools to support sustainable student
skill set development. The side event, titled “Developing Responsible
Business Leaders: Creative and Playful Pedagogies to Achieve SDG 4"
showcased a variety of perspectives from around the globe on how creative
and playful pedagogies implemented by business schools can shape a new
breed of responsible leaders

The event featured panelists: Julia Christensen Hughes, President & Vice
Chancellor, Yorkville University; Aurelien Decamps, Co-founder of Sulitest;
Amanda Abrom, Program Manager of the Global Schools Program, SDSN;
Christian Van Buskirk, PRME Chapter North America; Rumina Dhalla, PRME
Champion, University of Guelph; and Samantha Thompson, i5 Coordinator at
PRME.

Read more

Chapter Spotlight

In July, a local media outlet published an article covering one of the 6 city-level meetings PRME Chapter
India is across the country this year. Chair of PRME Chapter India, Dr. Chandrika Parmar, moderated the
session on 24 July in Jaipur with more than 400 students present. She discussed the work of PRME and
the importance of bringing sustainable development into the management pedagogy, referencing the
Blueprint for SDG Integration as a helpful resource in doing so.
 
A similar meeting took place on 7 July in New Delhi hosted by BIMTECH on "Building Sustainable
Development Goals into Business Education: Prioritizing Quality Education (SDG-4) and Gender Equality.”
The recording for the Delhi meeting can be found here and the related news article here. Meetings for
Hyderabad and Goa are planned for later in 2023. These events are part of a series of city-level meetings
PRME Chapter India is pursuing to bring responsible management education throughout India.

Learn more about the Chapter

Opportunities & Resources for the PRME Community

Upcoming Events

AUGUST

4–8
Learn more

83rd Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management (AOM)
Organized by: The Academy of Management (AOM)

The 83rd Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management (AOM) is taking place in
Boston, Massachusetts, USA on 4–8 August 2023. PRME Secretariat will be hosting a
booth as well as organizing and/or speaking at several sessions.

Please see the full schedule of PRME events and visit us at our exhibition booth if you
will be attending.

 

AUGUST

24
9 AM ET

9 PM ET

Back to School: i5 Cafe Dialogues
Organized by: PRME Secretariat and Project Zero

The goal of these conversations are to inspire dialogue and learnings from classrooms
and educators in the PRME community as well as discuss learnings and experiences
with the i5 Project as educators head back into the classroom for the new academic
year or semester!

Anyone who has previously attended an i5 Workshop (in-person or virtual; in any pilot
or public offering) is encouraged to attend.

 

AUGUST

29
11 :00 AM ET

Register

Impactful Five (i5) Introduction Workshops
Organized by: PRME Secretariat

PRME will be shining a spotlight on the groundbreaking work of the Impactful-Five (i5)
Project and its pedagogy, and the lessons that have been learned through pilots with
the Chapter-based Expert Pedagogy Members, PRME Champions, and the PRME
Working Groups. This is a remarkable opportunity for PRME Signatory members to
elevate their teaching practices and advance their institution's commitment to
responsible management education.

 

Explore the full PRME Calendar

Call for Papers: PRME UKI Business and Society Research
Development Workshop Series

PRME Chapter UK and Ireland, in conjunction with partner institutions (City
University London, University of Bath, University College Dublin, University of
Glasgow, and University of Nottingham) is holding a series of �ve paper
development workshops between 2021-2025 to help early and mid-career
scholars develop their business and society work for publication and impact.
This third workshop will be hosted by the Centre for Responsible Enterprise
(ETHOS) at Bayes Business School on 13 October 2023. 

Submit papers by 1 Sep >>>

PRI in Person 2023

The world’s leading responsible investment conference will take place in
Tokyo from 3-5 October 2023, including the Academic Network Conference
– a stream dedicated to cutting edge responsible investment research. The
�ve sessions will be on 'Climate Risks and Investing', 'Investors and
Corporate Political Responsibility', 'Diversity, Equity and Inclusiveness',
'Governance and Incentives', and 'Toward System-level Investing'. 

Register to PRI in Person >>>

Going BEYOND Awards

GBSN and EFMD are partnering for the annual Going BEYOND Awards.
These awards are designed to highlight and share programs and initiatives
that strengthen society, demonstrate community impact, and embody the
spirit of inclusive and sustainable development.  The Top 3 selected awards
will be developed into posters to be shared at the GBSN Beyond Conference
2023 in Cairo, Egypt! They will also be featured in GBSN-a�liated
publications and on social media. 

Submit by 29 Sep >>>

Digitial3 (D3) Conference

The Business School at RMIT University Vietnam is pleased to announce the
upcoming Digital3 (D3) Conference, taking place on 26–27 October 2023 in
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, with the theme of ‘Designing Digital Economies -
Pathways for Emerging Markets Development’. The D3 Conference provides
a platform for academics to present new insights and discuss emergent
issues on the disruption induced by digital technologies on the economy thus
fostering greater links between the academy and industry.

Submit papers by 25 Aug >>>

Latest from the United Nations

International Youth Day

To mark International Youth Day (12 August) this year, the O�ce of the Secretary-
General’s Envoy on Youth will run a campaign focused on showcasing young people’s
resilience, resourcefulness and leadership when it comes to creating a better world
for all.  

Show your resilience by adding your photos to these photo templates.

Follow us on social media:

Contact us at info@unprme.org

You are receiving this email because you signed up to receive our monthly newsletter.
Unsubscribe from email communications.

 
Our mailing address is:

PRME Secretariat
United Nations Global Compact

685 3rd Avenue, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10017 USA
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